SURVEY QUESTIONS:

Rubric: Knowledge of Public Art

Which of these are types of public art? Circle all that are types of public art:

1. Mural
2. Statue
3. Memorial
4. Architecture

Name or describe one piece of public art in Boston you remember from our class. If you do not remember the exact name, describe the art you remember:

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Do you feel your speaking skills have improved during this class? Circle the number:

1= Very little improvement
2= Some improvement
3= A lot of improvement

Are you more confident speaking now after taking this class?

1= Very little improvement
2= Some improvement
3= A lot of improvement

Do you feel like you know more vocabulary than you did in August from this class?

1= I don’t know any new vocabulary words
2= I know a few more words
3= I know a lot more words

What technology did you use in this class? Circle all that you used:

1. Uber app
2. Internet to research your presentation
3. Projector to present your presentation
4. Google images to present a picture of your presentation
5. A camera to take a picture of your piece of public art
6. Chiara’s website on the class
7. Texting Chiara
8. Google maps
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